OPPORTUNITY NEIGHBORHOODS FOR REGIONAL PROSPERITY
AGENDA
5/11/16 2:30-4:30 p.m.
NFG- GREAT ROOM- HERITAGE PARK HEALTH & WELLNESS CENTER 1015 4th AVENUE NORTH- MINNEAPOLIS, MN

SHARED GOALS
Vision: North Minneapolis is equipped and position to make measurable contributions to the vitality of the region through a ready and capable talent-base and ready and marketable business development sites.

Quantitative Indicators – Aligned with Regional Indicators Dashboard
➢ Employment Gap
➢ Poverty Rate
➢ Investments (Aligned to Dashboard Venture Capital Measurement)
➢ Average number of jobs reachable in 30 minute commute (proxy for # of jobs in north mpls)
➢ Population growth in North Mpls
➢ % of people with an Associates degree or career-certification

Qualitative Indicators
➢ Change in perception of safety and livability (North Mpls: residents/employees/visitors)
➢ Change in perceptions and awareness of economic opportunity among Northside residents

GOALS FOR THIS MEETING
a) Develop shared understanding of the data infrastructure needed to guide our work
b) Update participants on ONRP work since last meeting
c) Strengthen relationships for sustainable collaboration

2:30 Welcome, Agenda Review & Introductions Tawanna Black & All
Intro’s: Name & Organization

2:45 Presentation: Andrea Ferstan- Greater Twin Cities United Way Benchmarking & Outcomes Tool

3:15 Discussion: The role of data and data driven decision-making in our work

4:10 Opportunity Neighborhoods Overview & Updates Tawanna Black
➢ Staffing
➢ Living Cities Updates

4:25 Next Steps Re-cap Tawanna

4:30 Adjourn